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BACKGROUND
In October 2019, the Commission approved a professional services
agreem ent with CV Strategies to complete two key milestones: 1) the
conducting of a Communications Assessment and 2) the development
of a Communications Plan that would identify tools and
implementation strategies to enhance the agency's communication
resources. At the April 8 regular meeting, CV Strategies presented the
findings of the assessment and identified opportunities for the
Commission to refresh the agency's brand identity and create a toolbox
of outreach resources to better inform and engage the local agencies and
communities that Orange LAFCO serves.
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Orange LAFCO Communications Plan
Over the past several months, CV Strategies has worked collaboratively
with the Commission's Executive Committee and staff to develop the
agency's Communications Plan. The Plan serves as a roadmap for
implementation of outreach vehicles and strategies that will meet the
goal of the Commission's strategic area to strengthen communication
with local agencies and the public. It also includes timelines designed to
ensure the completion of deliverables and establishes performance
metrics and policy protocols to maximize the success of this effort. At
the August meeting, Ms. Erin Gilhuly, President of CV Strategies, will
present highlights of the Plan (Attachment A).

CAROLYN EMERY
E XEC UTIVE OFFICER

Amendment to Professional Services Agreement with CV Strategies
CV Strategies has demonstrated a strong understanding of Orange
LAFC01s local priorities by identifying implementation strategies that
will result in a better understanding by local agencies and the public of
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the Commission's mission and legislative responsibilities. The firm's experience has been
valuable to this process, and the continued engagement of its services to jointly
implement with staff the new communication tools would provide continuity for the
completion of the final phase of this project. Therefore, staff is recommending that the
Commission approve an amendment to the professional consultant services agreement
with CV Strategies. The amendment proposes to expand the scope of the agreement to
include the implementation of the strategies outlined in the Plan and increase the initial
total contract amount from $12,100 to a total not to exceed $56,700 (Attachment B). Funds
for this project have been encumbered and allocated within the current budget.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Commission:
1.

Approve the Communications Plan prepared by CV Strategies.

2.

Approve the First Amendment to the professional services agreement with
CV Strategies.

Respectfully submitted,

Attachment:
A. Communications Plan, prepared by CV Strategies
B. First Amendment to Professional Services Agreement with CV Strategies
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February 6, 2020
Ms. Carolyn Emery
Orange County LAFCO
2677 N. Main St., Suite 1050
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Dear Carolyn:
Orange County LAFCO recently retained CV Strategies to conduct a
comprehensive Communications Assessment to determine the organization's
strengths and weaknesses as they relate to commu nications, and to provide
specific recommendations for improvement. We h ave had the pleasure of
meeting and spending time with some very hard-working, talented and
dedicated people. It is our hope that the findings in this report will enable you
to guide your team with focused d irection and thoughtful resource allocation,
and ultimately provide a strong basis for future planning and decision-making.
The Communications Assessment process is designed to identify challenges
and seek solutions. We appreciate the opportunity you have given us to play a
role in your future success and thank your staff, partners and stakeholders for
th eir participation.
Thank you for choosing CV Strategies to help guide you in this process.
Sincerely,

Erin Gilhuly
President

Offic e: 760. 776.1766
_.-

I

Fax : 760. 776 .1760

I

info @c vstr at. co m

I

cvs tr ateg ies .co m
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•
Recognizing the importance of communications excellence in the organization's ability to
serve its stakeholders, Orange County LAFCO COC LAFCO) engaged CV Strategies to perform
an audit of its communications processes and resources in the Fall of 2019 and to develop a
Communications Plan.
CV Strategies evaluated OC LAFCO's communications processes. protocols, and performance to
identify return on investment and opportunities for improvement. An assessment of the organization's
web, social media, digital presence and its collateral outreach materials were compiled into the
comprehensive audit document that follows.
The report provides clear identification of OC LAFCO's challenges, opportunities, strengths, and
weaknesses. and provides actionable recommendations to guide the organization 's efforts to
enhance communications planning and implementation.
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METHODOLOGY
The OC LAFCO Communicat ions Assessment is the product of thorough review and analysis
of a number of the organization's key data points and materials. These include evaluation of
communications protocols, outreach methods. digital footprint and social media presence, and an
audit of media image. brand identity and ot her key communication elements.
Interviews with executive staff. the Board of Commissioners Executive Committee and employees
at all levels, in addition to attendance at a board meeting provided valuable insight about internal
and external communications.
Th e audit was conducted by three key team members, with assistance from additional support
staff. The Communications Assessment identifies exist ing opportunities and challenges. as well as
provides immediate and Long-term recommendations for OC LAFCO to enhance communication
success into the future.

REVIEW ELEMENTS
CV Strategies conducted a number of information gathering tactics to inform recommendations
and assess the organization's outreach efforts, including:
.,..

Staff interviews

""

Executive committee discussions

.,..

Commissioner outreach & questionnaires

.,..

Web, digital. and social media presence audit

.,..

Brand and image perception examination

.,..

Collateral review

AUDIT TEAM
CV Strategies is a strategic communications firm specializing in comprehensive messaging. The
team of highly skilled professionals and former news journalists has a proven track record of helping
clients navigate complex challenges across a broad spectrum of messages. audiences and media.
Our services include public outreach st rategy and support . internal communication assessment and
strategic planning, training and orientation development, media relations and crisis communications,
branding and collateral development, as well as web, photo and video production.
Audit Conducted by CV Strategies:

Erin Gilhuly. President

Tara Bravo. Vice President

Beatrice Eslamboly. Esq.

Communications
Plan 2020
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8
The assessment process revealed a number
of strengths at OC LAFCO that are important
foundational elements upon which the organization
can build to enhance communications. Strengths
exist in dedicated leaders and theircommitmentto
open communication among staff. t he motivation
and independ ence of individual employees.
and the unique culture and characteristics that
contribute to the organization's ident ity.
1. Staff members are committed to

making investments of their time and
energy to improve the organization's
commu nications.
2. Increasing stakeholder engagement is a

priority for staff and Commissioners.
3. The full Commission relies on guidance
from the Executive Officer and Executive
Committee to improve communications
and utilize outreach tools.
4, The organization is ready to become
more aggressive and progressive in its
outreach efforts.

10
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The assessment process identified a number of key findings regarding OC LAFCO's stakeholder
communication. outreach and engagement efforts. Tremendous opportunity exists for immediate.
steady, and incremental changes that will drastically impact the organization's image and
relationship with its stakeholders.

PERCEPTION:
BRAND AND IMAGE
Ill>

OC LAFCO's logo is clean and visually appealing, but the brand is under-used and lacks a
meaningful explanation.

Ill>

OC LAFCO's media image is narrow and dictated by controversy and bureaucratic issues.

Ill>

Little effort currently is devoted to leveraging OC LAFCO's unique identity.

Ill> There is a distinct lack of narrative about OC LAFCO.
Ill>

Website is confusing, clunky and over-burdened with text.

MEDIA COVERAGE
Ill>

OC LAFCO does not have an issue management forecast or plan to guide communications
in crisis situations.

Ill>

Press efforts are generally reactive.

Ill>

There is little evidence that the organization proactively reaches out to the media.

Ill>

The news section on the organization's website is not given priority, and there is no area
where press releases and statements would be posted.

Ill>

The Patch has many more stories about neighboring communities and organizations than
OC LAFCO.
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COMMISSIONER FEEDBACK:
The majority of feedback from the OC LAFCO Commission came through the Executive Committee
and w ill Like ly result in a more streamlined assessment and planning process.
• Communications tools and resources for Commissioners will need to be straightforward and
easy to use.
•

Discussion and feedback from the Executive Committee will be used to inform
communications planning decisions.

•

Commissioners are eager to prioritize message consistency across the organization.

•

Comments heard directly from individual Executive Committee Members include:
1.

The value message is most important. What is OC LAFCO and what do we do for
the community?

2 . Getting the attention of stakeholders and the public at Large is difflcult but critical to

effective outreach.
3. Perception issues may exist regarding LAFCO's role.
4. OC LAFCO messaging must support ensuring the organization is in touch with its
stakeholders and responding appropriately to the needs of the community through its
policies. Legislative positions and activities.

12
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT:
The assessment process identified a number of key findings regarding the organization's current
community outreach and engagement efforts. Findings in this area are the result of a Lack of
advance planning and coordination of efforts. Outreach materials are weak in terms of visual
appeal and messaging, with no central coordination. There is no central figure serving as the hub
of communication and as the guardian of the OC LAFCO brand. This Leads to a Lack of consistency
both in tone, Look, and schedule of outreach, and a Less than ideal image in the community. There
are opportunities to improve connection with stakeholders through consistency, collaboration, use
of new tools and technology, and a commitment to the organization's narrative .
.., There is no master planning document or holistic approach to
communication .
.., Commissioners require more tools and resources to assist in
getting the organization's message out and increasing stakeholder
awareness of OC LAFCO's value .
.., Limited evaluation of outreach efforts restricts knowledge of what is
and isn't working .
.., There is not a consistent effort to take the pulse on community
priorities or receive feedback.
IJI>

Uneven production of communication materials from different staff
members with varying oversight contributes to Lack of balance in
what the community hears from the organization .

.., Increased coordination would help stakeholders grasp the nature of
OC LAFCO's service approach and its value to the community.
IJI>

Orange County residents and the public at Large, have Limited
understanding of all the services and benefits the organization
provides and the reason for its existence.

IJI>

A style guide or guideline document would promote consistency in
communication materials.

.., The need exists for one staff member to be designated as the hub
of communications.
IJI>

OC LAFCO would benefit from communications protocols and an
outreach calendar that prioritizes proactive outreach.

IJI>

OC LAFCO communicators need to be trained to constantly mine
for stories, resources, and key information that should be shared
with stakeholders.

13
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COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS
The assessment revealed numerous opportunities to improve t he organization's connection with
stakeholders through consistency. collaboration. use of new tools and technology, and an internal
commitment to the organization's narrative.

WEBSITE & SEARCH FUNCTIONALITY
..,.

See appendix.

SOCIAL MEDIA
..,.

See appendix.

VIDEO
..,. The Organization's videos are tired and dated .
..,. Staff is interested in developing videos to enhance engagement with stakeholders.
..,. Producing videos would help OC LAFCO communicate messages effectively to stakeholders
in an inviting and interesting way.
..,. Video FAQS and use of other short videos would assist organization in telling its story.

COLLATERAL MATERIAL AND OUTSIDE PRESENTATIONS
..,. The organization's collateral pieces are distributed randomly without strategy.
..,. OC LAFCO does not utilize e-blasts .
..,. Collateral materials, including pamphlets, presentations, handouts and brochures.
need revitalizing .
..,. Some of the collateral materials the organization distributes are provided by CALAFCO and
would benefit from a more local approach .
..,. In general, the organization's collateral materials are dated and would benefit from a
modernized look with more color and engaging graphics. and a vital organizational message .
..,. Outside presentations, including LAFCO 101 orientations, are crucial for successful outreach.
These should be more consistent, timely and evolve frequently.
14
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Initial
Recommendations

•

Based on t he findings gleaned from interviews and observations, CV Strategies offers the following
recommendations for improving communications at OC LAFCO. These suggestions are intended to
pave the way for focused direction and thoughtful resource allocation, and ultimately, to be used
as the basis for future planning and decision-making.

®

Refresh brand identity

"" Develop an upgraded branding framework for the organization.
"" Enhance the existing Logo to incorporate increased uses and styles.
"" Craft a new organization tagline to highlight mission and value.
"" Draft a branding style guide to ensure consistency and training methods.

(@

Update the website and user experience

"" Use a modern. vibrant and user-friendly template for the website.
"" Create engaging and compelling content for the website, including videos, photos and
infographics.
"" Make frequent updates to ensure content is accurate and relevant.

"" Create a smoother online user experience.
"" Invest in search engine optimization strategies to enhance public awareness and
understanding.
"" Leverage current GIS files and d esign a stakeholder driven map, highlighting local spheres
of influence as well as city, community and district boundaries.
"" See appendix.

@

Enhance presentation and public workshop strategies

"" Adjust OC LAFCO messaging to appeal to and engage local communities.
"" Create leave behinds and presentations to build stakeholder and commun ity awareness:
Create flyers, e-blasts and hand outs to drive attendance to OC LAFCO presentations and
public workshops.
"" Navigate controversial topics and leverage current regional messages.
"" Prepare media relations guidance and support.
"" Work to build public understanding of the LAFCO purpose.
"" Support Executive Officer and other presenters with a fu ll suite of LAFCO
messaging resources.
"" Provide staff with spokesperson t raining.

Communications
Plan 2020
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®

Produce engaging outreach material

..,. Develop quarterly newsletters that include articles focused on organizational value and
service to the community.
..,. Highlight OC LAFCO news. project information. vendor and contractor news. etc .
..,. Update collateral materials to incorporate color and graphics to capture audience attention
and spark interest.
..,. Create short. engaging videos that can be used on the organization's website and social
media platforms; incorporate Video FAQ concepts .
..,. Develop an orientation kit for interested stakeholders that provides organization information
to increase public understanding and interest.
..,. Evolve Quarterly Report to increase engagement and improve stakeholder understanding;
emphasize dynamic visuals and leverage infographics.
..,. Maximize engagement with media through opinion-editorials.
..,. Create e-blast "Hot Sheet" update including agency highlights and latest news .
..,. Build staff skills to ensure consistent communications tool message and development.

@

Develop an effective social media plan

.... Focus social media content specifically on the organization and its connection to
stakeholders.
..,. Create engaging posts utilizing pictures. videos and infographics.
..,. Develop a monthly post calendar with 2-3 posts per week to maintain a consistent. relevant
presence on social media.
..,. Create social media protocols and provide training support to staff tasked with managing
social media channels .
..,. See appendix.

~

Build Commissioner outreach support toolbox

..,. Create talking points for targeted issues.
..,. Develop message cards designed to reflect current branding; ensure Commissioner
message deck is a living resource evolving as issues arise and the political and
governmental landscape changes.
..,. Build strategies to support individual commissioner needs.

16
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Implementation Strategies
and Roadmap

•

Using the Communications Assessment and its key findings and recommendations. OC LAFCO
identified the following implementation roadmap to guide the organization in enhancing the
effectiveness of its communication efforts.
The roadmap is comprised of holistic strategies and tasks that provide a path of actionable next
steps and support efficient. effective decision-making. The corresponding timeline is designed
to be a working document that is evaluated frequently, making adjustments as necessary and
ensuring completion of deliverables. Capturing progress in this manner informs successes and
setbacks and sets the stage for ongoing efforts and future planning.
Working with the OC LAFCO Executive Committee to establish performance metrics and policies
and protocols will build a strong platform on which to launch outreach tactics. Leadership and
staff buy-in and participation in advance of external components is critical to the success and
effectiveness of t he communications plan and its implementation.
Following this roadmap and t imeline will guide OC LAFCO in connecting with its audiences,
strengthening its partnerships and furthering the mission of the organization, continuing to serve
local governments and citizens in Orange County.

20
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STRATEGY1

COMMISSIONER ENGAGEMENT & OUTREACH
Goal: To secure a framework and foundation for outreach and engagement t hrough
structured internal communications and measurable results before external
implementation begins.

STRATEGY2

REFRESH BRAND IDENTITY
Goal: To provide brand clarity, leverage educational opportunities and communicate
OC LAFCO's authority, resources and image though the fundamental elements of OC
LAFCO's logo, tagline and website.

STRATEGY3

DEVELOP AND ENHANCE OUTREACH TOOLS
AND RESOURCES
Goal: To captivate stakeholders and maintain interest with updated materials that
reflect OC LAFCO's uniformed messaging and brand, and crafting interactions.
social media dialogue and dynamic presentations that build engagement today.
tomorrow and into the futu re.

STRATEGY 4

BUILD COMMISSIONER OUTREACH SUPPORT
TOOLBOX
Goal: To empower the Board of Commissioners with communications resources
t hat align with OC LAFCO outreach objectives and key messaging.

21
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The CV Strategies team reviewed every page of the website and utilized the following categories
to identify successes and opportunities. We specifically matched potential audiences with ease of
use and information breadth. The website has a clean look and thorough content; however, it was
difficult to Locate key information and there was an overall feeling of agency generalization. The
website could have been for any LAFCO, anywhere. For the next phase of the OC LAFCO website
evolution, we recommend more interactivity and visuals that reflect the organization and its mission.

IDENTIFIED WEBSITE COMMUNICATION GOALS
The following website communication goals were identified through the assessment process and
dovetail with the communication goals of the organization:
..,. Inform stakeholders, elected officials and media about the function of OC LAFCO and Latest
LAFCO news in the region .
..,. Engage Local agencies.
""" Update local agencies on Municipal Services Reviews .

..,. Act as a document repository.
..,. Ensure the organization is compliant w ith state and federal regulations.

AUDIENCES
The stakeholder groups below are representative of those that may use the site to follow local
governmental issues:
..,. Residents
..,. Businesses
..,. Local Public Agencies
..,. Local Elected Officials
..,. Media
..,. Contractors
..,. Other LAFCOs

24
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Below are some initial thoughts when a user first visits the landing page. The findings primarily
focus on the perspective of an underinformed audience. Those who are seeking Municipal Service
Review information w ill easily be able to find the specific information they seek, but new audiences
will struggle to understand what they are seeing .
.,. Municipal Service Review is front and center with no explanation of the organization or what
a Municipal Service Review is.
.,. The logo draws the eye to the upper left corner.
.,. Great color palette .
.,. Navigation is tricky unless you know where you need to go.
.,. Busy and blocky.
.,. Unclear on why buttons were selected and where they take you.
.,. Not currently ADA compliant.
.,. Uses WordPress as its content management system .
.,. Agendas and minutes are easily located.

PLATFORM & THEME
When reviewing platform and theme, CV Strategies found a stable platform and theme that is
regularly being maintained and updated.
.,. Current theme is Listify, created to provide options for visitors to rank items .
.,. The template is still being updated regularly to ensure compliance with the latest
Word Press version .
.,. Google analytics are being used. (Please see the end of the section.>
..,. The theme is mobile friendly and is using that resource on the site.
..,. WordPress is the current platform.

>

>

Benefits include:
•

Open-source platform

•

Many plug-in options for maximum versatility

•

Easy-to-use back end, empowering staff to make more changes

Challenges include:
•

Less secure platform

•

Less stable than other options

Communications
Plan 2020
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PAGE SPEED
The site takes longer than the Google Recommended 2 seconds, coming in at 12.8 seconds before
becoming fully interactive .
.,.. Resources are blocking the first paint of your page. Consider delivering critical Java
Script(JS)/Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) inline and deferring all non-criticalJS/styles.
.,.. There is a lot of unused CSS.
.,.. Images are not delivered in next generation formats including JPEG 2000, JPEG XR,
and WebP.

CONTENT
Existing content is well-written and thoughtful. However, there are holes and the titles of the pages
are sometimes misleading.
• Content heavy, but thorough.
•

Low-level updates regularly.

•

Does not include news information or updates, though there is a page for it that only
contains Quarterly Reports.

•

Missing information on pages.

VISUALS
The look of the site is clean and professional, but it does not indicate the location or purpose of
the organization. Videos and interactive graphics could play a major role in increasing layperson
understanding of complicated topics and terms.
• A lot of stock photography that does not match the content.
•

Novideos.

.,.. There are many photos.
•

26

No infographics.
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
Search engine optimization (SEO) is crucial in ensuring that you r website is found when crawled.
Though the site is currently at the top of the page when searched, there are a couple of t hings OC
LAFCO could do to ensure it remains there, as part of a best practices approach to web management.
..,. Site is at the top of organic searches for OCLAFCO, Carolyn Emery OCLAFCO and LAFCO
Orange County.
..,. Needs meta description, 301 Redirects and alt tags for images.

OVERALL THOUGHTS
The website is aesthetically pleasing but confusing. The user is not g uided t hrough the site and
is required to intrinsically unde rstand LAFCO vocabulary to move ahead. Content is thorough
and well w ritte n, but not l ayperson friendly.

COMPARATIVE STUDY
When compared to other LAFCO websites, OC LAFCO is more designed, easier to navigate and
more professional looking than most. including LA LAFCO and Riverside County LAFCO. However.
Napa County LAFCO's site appeals to a broader audience than OC LAFCO's site, though it is not as
visually appealing.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations would provide additional clarity and ease of use for visitors and
stakeholders, creating a resource for the organization that builds understanding and educates
audiences. The updated website could be a tool for transparency and key communications channel.
providing frequently requested documents quickly while guiding new visitors w ith an experience
that is welcoming and informational.
..,. Create double navigation to meet the needs of the everyday person/media and the insider
stakeholders, including potential consultants and local agencies.
..,. Develop interactive elements, including a boundary map with roll over features, a glossary
that provides definitions as users explore the page, and infographics that move and expand
as they are clicked .
..,. Add narrative to tell the story of the agency on every page and indicate what users should
expect to understand on each page.
..,. Update photography to include people and Orange County landmarks, humanizing and
localizing OC LAFCO by creating a stakeholder touchpoint.

______________________________________________________.....~jjl6Jj,~fllllllllll
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..,. Create a website flow map to identify the most common ideal paths throug h the website
and update the site map to reflect findings .
..,. Make website ADA compliant by adding alt tags to every image.
..,. Develop additional visuals to assist in telling the story, including short videos, infographics
and photography.
..,. Create a Video FAQ library and sprinkle through the site, as appropriate .
..,. Improve loading speed using site loading optimizat ion plug-ins.
..,. Create RSS feed for local OC LAFCO news.
..,. Add additional sliders highlighting OC LAFCO's purpose .
..,. Ensure consistent fonts throug hout - there are some areas with a serif font.
..,. Match menu title w ith content - Public Engagement should have content about the
engagement OC LAFCO has done or what it's currently doing to engage the public.
Currently, the page lists instructions on how to provide feedback and it doesn't link or go
anywhere.
..,. Finish the website's content - Fiscal Trends and OC LAFCO News (should be more than
reports) and fix mobile issues on Strategic Plan page .
..,. Add landing pages with descriptions for third-party portals, including Shared Services .
..,. Create online applications rather than download only versions.
..,. Identify contractor to revise website.
..,. Leverage OC LAFCO's branding to develop a consistent user experience.
..,. Add subcribe to informat ional updates to contact us page, change subscribe text on
homepage to reflect broader information and engagement opportunities.
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ANALYTICS (2019)
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AITACHMENT A

•
OC LAFCO does not actively manage its social media. The most recent post on any platform was
November of 2019. OC LAFCO has a Twitter account , YouTube account and a Facebook account. but
no social media account is listed on the website.

Twitter:

@OCLAFCO (https://twitter.com/OCLAFCO?Lang=en)

Face book:

Orange County Local Agency Formation Commission (https://www.facebook.
com/pg/Orange-County-Local-Agency-Formation-Commission-109838125753453/
community/?ref=page_interna[)
OC LAFCO (https://www.facebook.com/OC.LAFCO)

YouTube: Orange County LAFCO (https://www.youtube.com/user/OrangeCountyLAFCO)
FACEBOOK:
Iii"'

Has bot h a person page and an organization page

Iii"'

Person page is private, so not visible

Iii"'

Hasn't actively posted on organization page since 2013

TWITTER:

30

Iii"'

Last post in November 2019

Iii"'

Posts announcements

Iii"'

Invites public to share opinion on municipal services

Iii"'

Shares images of meetings and award winners

Iii"'

Likes posts and retweets from Santa Margarita Water District and other Orange County
agencies

Iii"'

Likes posts from surrounding cit ies

Iii"'

Posts about members being sworn in

Iii"'

Posts award winners from CALAFCO

Iii"'

Shares when meetings will take place

ATTACHMENT A

YOUTUBE
..,. Last video was 2016
..,. Primarily focuses on 10 second answers to frequently asked questions with no editing
..,. Most views: Time Lapse of annexations in Orange County. 190 views
OC LAFCO's Twitter account was active Last year and Looks Like one of the most engaging California
LAFCOs on Twitter. Almost all other LAFCOs in California do not have a Twitter account or an active
Facebook presence.
There is great potential to boost the organization's presence on social media. OC LAFCO only has
76 Twitter followers; the most Likes received on a post is 4 and the most retweets is 2.

COMPARISON OF OTHER LAFCOS SOCIAL MEDIA
Plumas LAFCO has an extensive Facebook page.
https://www.facebook.com/ PlumasLAFCO/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
..,. Posts upcoming meetings and Locations
..,. Meeting Agendas
..,.. Press Releases

..,. Job/Commission openings
..,. Public notices
.,.. Agency updates (change in Leadership, retirement. new construction)
Napa County also has a solid Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/pages/
category/Government-Organization/Local-Agency-Formation-Commission-of-NapaCounty-278462535509354/
.,.. Posts upcoming meetings and locations
.,.. Posts congratulations to newly elected and existing LAFCO members
Fresno and Imperial County LAFCOs also have Facebook pages. but they only List their address and
hours of operation and do not have any posts or following. There is not a Large presence of LAFCOs
on social media.

--------------------------------------------------------.. . ~''~~1111111111
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RECOMMENDATIONS
OC LAFCO should engage with residents and stakeholders and encourage them to follow the
outcomes of LAFCO meetings and proposals. This can help stakeholders familiarize themselves
with the growth. development. and inter-jurisdictional issues facing their county.
.,.. Link Facebook and Twitter account so one post is distributed to multiple platforms .
.,.. Let followers know what LAFCOs are. what they do, and how it works .
.,.. Educate stakeholders about LAFCO terminology and how it pertains to them and their daily
lives (using OC examples and updates).
.,.. Create monthly post calendars, including information on the various collaborations with
other LAFCOs. cit ies or agencies and other happenings in Orange County.
.,.. Create a fun and engaging video on the benefits of OC LAFCO .
.,.. Post upcoming meetings and events on social media and create an event page/post for
each event. When you create an event. encourage stakeholders to share their interest and
"check-in" at the event.
.,.. Post meeting information and agendas on social media to remind people to attend
meetings .
.,.. Involve the community through retweeting and reposting relevant to Orange County and
community information .
.,.. Post about job/commission openings.
.,.. Engage with local businesses and organizations on social media.
.,.. Answer FAQs in a series of video social media posts .
.,.. Invite people to visit the website for more information on what LAFCO is and where
documents can be accessed .
.,.. Post press releases .
.,.. Create a Nextdoor account.
.,.. Create a Social Media Guide for OC LAFCO, so posts are consistent.
.,.. Hold a social media training session .
.,.. Educate staff on what to share. what to like. and what to post.
.,.. Create a list of topics that OC LAFCO can post about.
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ATTACHMENT A

SAMPLE IDEA FOR CONTENT
In March 2020, CALAFCO will hold a staff workshop, co-hosted by OC LAFCO and Imperial LAFCO.
This should be posted on social media platforms, reminding stakeholders about the importance of
statewide collaboration.

CONCLUSION
OC LAFCO's social media, particularly Twitter, is far ahead of many other California LAFCOs but
there is room and opportunity for growth with some staff training and guidelines. The organization
should be on all relevant social media channels and link social media accounts, reducing the need
to create additional content. Creating and posting events would be a great place to start.
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ATTACHMENT A

Implementation
Roadmap
OC LAFCO : Imp lementation Roadmap
Develop

Implement

-

Ongoing -

Strategy AA: Commissioner Engagement & Outreach
Fac1htate Executive Committee vision workshop to determine issues calendar, brand ob1ect1ves and
outreach tactics
Determine success metrics
Determine staff and Commissoner protocol and policies for communication

Strategy 1: Refresh brand identity
,r, .

""

Create 2·3 versatile versions of the logo to incorporate increased uses and styles for social media.
oresentations, etc.
Conduct tac1line workshop to hone proposed look and tag line
Support brand consistency

Strategy 2: Update the website and user experience
Provide ongoing direction to web consultant for redesigned website

Strategy 3: Enhance presentation and public workshop strategies
Create usable blank PowerPoint slides for staff to use with various audiences and stakeholders
Create a standard e-blast and flyer for OC LAFCO presentations that can be updated with a new dale.
location and resentation to ic
Develop a designed template for OC LAFCO projects with blank areas for staff to be able to update
easil with current information. include sections like Backe round. Timeline. FAQs
Develop ongoing opportunities to engage with LArCO 101 attendees. may include ~lasts, social
media or inviting them to tutu re presentations

Strategy 4: Produce engaging outrea ch material
Develop a seasonal newsletter designed to be a quick summary of the quarterly report, 1nv111ng
stakeholder and oommunity audiences to learn more by reading the entire report. This newsletter
would oontain:
./ OC LAFCO news
./ Pro'ect Information
./Other r ional and statewide relevant content
Build and launch new "About OC LAFco· brochure
Create Video FAQ series answerin ke uestions abou t what OC LAFCO is and does
Build an approach and strategy to opinion article creation for local news written by either the
Executive Ofricer or Executive Committee desl nee r ardin OC LAFCO's role in local c overnment

Adapt City Update and ISOOC Update into a simple monthly ·1-1ot Sheer &blast summarizing the
agency's news, pulling from social media posts. Commissioner agendas and presentations. Designed
for the full commission for interested parties.

Strategy 5: Develop an effective social media plan
Create monthl social media calendar
ulde

Strategy 6: Build Commissioner outreach support toolbox
Use key message for each main topic and develop Commissioner talking points. tying them back to
the Strat 1c Plan
Provide annual bnef for Commissioners to be able to handout regarding the organization's stance on
current and potential issues. ensure brief dovetails with the Strategic Plan

,,.,
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ATTACHMENT B

FIRST AMENDMENT TO
ORANGE COUNTY LOCAL AGENCY FORMATION COMMISSION
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT SERVICES AGREEMENT
This First Amendment is made effective
, 2020 by and between
ORANGE COUNTY LOCAL AGENCY FORMATION COMMISSION (hereinafter referred to
as "LAFCO"), organized and operating pursuant to the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of2000, as amended (Government Code Sections 56000 et seq.),
and CV Strategies (hereinafter referred to as "Consultant"). LAFCO and Consultant are
collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Parties."

RECITALS
A.
On October 9, 2019, the Parties entered into that certain Professional Consultant
Services Agreement ("Agreement") for consulting services in connection with the development
and implementation of LAFCO's communications plan ("the Project"); and

B.
The Parties now desire to amend the Agreement in order to expand the scope of
services, extend the term and increase the total compensation under the Agreement ("First
Amendment"); and
C.
This First Amendment is to establish the amended terms and conditions for LAFCO
to continue to retain Consultant to provide the services described herein.

FIRST AMENDMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Term and Time of Performance.

Section 1 of the Agreement is hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"The term of this Agreement shall be from the effective date through June 30, 2021 unless
terminated in accordance with the procedures outlined in Section 15 of this Agreement. Consultant
shall perform its services hereunder in a prompt and timely manner and shall commence
performance upon the execution of this Agreement."
2.

Scope and Schedule of Services.

Exhibit "A" of the Agreement is amended to add the services referenced in Exhibit "A-1"
to this First Amendment, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
3.

Schedule of Charges.

Exhibit "B" of the Agreement is amended to add the charges set forth in Exhibit "B-1" to
this First Amendment attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.

22107.00000\33161228.1
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4.

Compensation.

Section 3(b) of the Agreement is amended in its entirety to read as follows:
"The compensation for services rendered by the consultant pursuant to Exhibit "A-1" shall
not exceed $56,700." Any additional work must be approved in advance and agreed to by both
parties as outlined in Section 4."
5.

Remaining Provisions.

Except as provided in this First Amendment, the remaining provisions of the Agreement
shall remain in full force and effect.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first
written above.
ORANGE COUNTY LOCAL AGENCY
FORMATION COMMISSION

CV STRATE GIES

By:~~~~~~~~~~~~

By:~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Carolyn Emery, Executive Officer
for the Orange County Local Agency
Formation Commission

Erin Gilhuly, President
for CV Strategies

Approved as to form:

General Counsel, Orange County Local
Agency Formation Commission
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EXHIBIT "A-1"
SCOPE AND SCHEDULE OF SERVICES

Agreement:
Outreach Strategy

Deliverables

Estimate

Task 1Communications
Assessment

-Internal Analysis
-Audience & Stakeholder Identification
-Communications Assessment
-Website Review
-Media Coverage
-Tracking and Measurement Review
-Commission Meeting Attendance

$2,500

Task 2- Strategic

-Strategic Communications Plan
-Implementation Guide & Timeline
-Performance Measures

$8,500

Communications Plan
Task 3- Plan
Implementation

-Talking points and message deck
-Public outreach workshops
-One-on-one workshops
-Video FAQs
-Templates for fact sheets, annual report,
and electronic newsletter
-Boundaries map and other infographics
-Educational collateral
-Website enhancement
TOT AL (includes contingency of
$1,100):

4

To be determined based
on Communications
Plan Findings & Client
Preferences

$12,100

ATTACHMENT B

EXHIBIT "A-1"
SCOPE AND SCHEDULE OF SERVICES

First Amendment:

Implementation of the Communication Plan

Outreach Strategy
Strategy One: Commissioner
Engagement & Outreach
Secure a framework and
foundation for outreach and
engagement through structured
internal communications and
measurable
results
before
external implementation begins.
Strategy Two: Refresh Brand
Identity
Provide brand clarity, leverage
educational opportunities and
communicate OC LAFCO's
authority, resources and image
though the fundamental elements
of OC LAFCO 's logo, tagline and
website.
Strategy Three: Develop and
Enhance Outreach Tools and
Resources
Captivate
stakeholders
and
maintain interest with updated
materials that reflect OC
LAFCO's uniformed messaging
and
brand,
and
crafting
interactions,
social
media
dialogue
and
dynamic
presentations
that
build
engagement today, tomorrow and
into the future.
Strategy
Four:
Build
Commissioner
Outreach
Support Toolbox
Empower
the
Board
of
Commissioners
with
communications resources that
align with OC LAFCO outreach
objectives and key messaging.

Deliverables

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Conduct a Vision
Workshop
Establish success
metrics for appropriate
deliverables
Jointly develop with
staff communication
policy and protocols for
Commission
consideration.
Jointly continue
development and use of
tagline and key
messaging with staff
and Executive
Committee.
Collaborate with staff
and web consultant to
incorporate digital
communications tools.
Create and design the
following outreach and
digital materials:
• PowerPoint
Presentation Slides
• E-blast & Flyer
Templates
• "About OC
LAFCO" Brochure
• Seasonal Newsletter
• Video FAQ Series
Provide support for
social media and
training.
Develop Commissioner
outreach toolbox:
• Key talking points
• Message Cards

TOTAL:
5

Timeline

Estimate

September 2020

$2,500

September 2020June 2021

$7,500

September 2020June 2021

$33,000

September 2020

$1,600

$44,600

ATTACHMENTB

EXHIBIT "B-1"
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES/PAYMENTS

Professional Fees
for
CV STRATEGIES
The following fee schedule shall apply to work performed under this Agreement:
AGREEMENT:

Professional Fees
Communications Assessment

$2,500

Develop Communications Plan
And Implementation Guide

$8,500

Contingency(@ 10%)

$1,100

TOTAL NOT TO EXCEED:

$12,100

FIRST AMENDMENT:

Professional Fees
Commissioner Engagement & Outreach

$2,500

Refresh Brand Identity

$7,500

Develop and Enhance Outreach Tools
and Resources

$33,000

Build Commissioner Outreach
Support Toolbox

$1,600

TOTAL NOT TO EXCEED:

$44,600

Other Expenses:
Automobile travel reimbursement shall be at the current IRS approved rate per mile.
Statements for services shall itemize charges as they relate to the completion of tasks defined in
Exhibit A-1. Statements for services shall reflect the time incurred in performing the services
under this Agreement, in accordance with the fee schedule set forth in this Exhibit B-1, and subject
provisions of Section 2 of this agreement.
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